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Quoting and reporting across languages: A system-based and text-based
typology
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This paper reports on a cross-linguistic corpus-based investigation of linguistic
strategies of quoting and reporting of speech and thought across six genetically
unrelated languages (Arabic, English, Dagaare, Hindi, Spanish and Japanese).
Specifically, the study draws on Michael Halliday’s concept of projection that
covers the traditional categories of quoting and reporting as a type of logico-
semantic relation. The study also examines projection “trinocularly”, by viewing
quoting and reporting from three viewpoints, namely their semantics, their
lexicogrammatical realizations and the structural configuration they display. The
use of projection as a unified domain of inquiry and the trinocular perspective
ensures a systematic accounting of the generality and specificity of projection
across the languages. Section 1 specifies our investigation, relating it to the
traditional account of quoting and reporting. Section 2 describes our corpus
data. Section 3 introduces the theoretical and descriptive categories used to
describe verbal and mental projection as a type of logico-semantic relation, using
English for illustration. Section 4 presents a crosslinguistic discussion of the data
from the six languages. Finally, Section 5 compares and contrasts the results of
this study, discusses the general and language-specific features of projection and
concludes by commenting on how our approach to quoting and reporting
extends previous approaches.

Keywords: projection; quoting; reporting; cross-linguistic; reportative
constructions; logico-semantic relation; systemic functional linguistics

Key to abbreviations:
1 first person
2 second person
3 third person
ABL ablative
ACC accusative
ADV adverbial particle
ADVLZ adverbializer
AFFR affirmative
ASP aspect
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AUX auxiliary
COND conditional
CONJ conjunction
CONV con-verb
COP copula
DAT dative
DEF definite (article)
DEM demonstrative
DU dual
EMPH emphasis
ERG ergative
EXIST existential verb
EVD evidential
F feminine
FOC focus particle
FUT future
GEN genitive
HAB habitual
HM human
HN honorific
IMP imperative
IND indicative
INDF indefinite article
INF Infinitive
INTJ interjection
INT.FP interpersonal final particle
IPFV imperfective
JUNC juncture
LOC locative
M masculine
MOD modal
NAFFR non-affirmative
NEG negative
NFUT non-future
NH non-honorific
NOM nominative
OBJ object
PASS passive
PFV perfective
PL plural
POSS possessive
PROG progressive
PROJ projection marker
R reportative
PRS present
PST past
PTCP past participle
Q question particle
REFL reflexive pronoun
REL relativizer
REM remote
SBJV Subjunctive
SG singular
TOP topic
VOC vocative
<<>> enclosed projected clause
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1. Introduction

The aim of this study is to examine quoting and reporting of saying and thinking from a
cross-linguistic point of view. Previous studies have problematized the use of the terms,
direct and indirect reporting, by arguing that the distinction between quotations and
reports is not in fact valid across languages, in the sense that not all languages gram-
matically realize this distinction (cf. Güldemann 2008, D’Arcy 2015). Currently, the
term “quotation” or “quotative” has been adopted as a comparative term to refer to
both quoting and reporting phenomena across languages. This situation, in turn,
blurs the distinction between quotative and reportative constructions in languages
that show differences in their realizations. There is, therefore, a need for a more
general and inclusive term to subsume this entire phenomenon of quoting and report-
ing not only of speech but also of thought (and even hoping or wanting). Following
Halliday, we will use the term “projection” as a cover term for both quoting and report-
ing of speech and thought (see Halliday 1985, Halliday & Matthiessen 2014: Ch. 7).

Projection manifests as a clause complex relation where one clause, the “project-
ing”, frames the quoted or reported material, what Güldemann (2008) refers to as
“quotative index”, and another clause, the “projected”, contains the quoted or
reported material. The projecting clause may frame or index the projected clause typi-
cally as a speech, thought, belief or desire. In each of the clauses in (1) and (2) below
(extracted from Achebe’s Anthills of the Savannah), the initial clause projects the
second clause, while in (3), it is the second clause that projects the initial clause.

(1) Without raising my eyes I said again: ‘I am very sorry, Your Excellency.’
(2) I believe he does.
(3) ‘What is going on?’ he demands frantically.

Traditionally, projection has been treated under the heading of complementation
where the reported or quoted clause is treated as a complement of the verb in the pro-
jecting clause. Since the late 1960s, however, some typological studies have recognized
the uniqueness of projected clauses in grammatical systems across languages (Partee
1973, Munro 1982, D’Arcy 2015), with Güldemann (2008) giving a rich comprehen-
sive discussion based on data from African languages. Many of these studies have also
discussed that the lexicogrammatical characteristics associated with projection are not
limited to verbal processes but are also associated with mental and other process types.
Although this systemic perspective of projection is emphasized in systemic functional
descriptions of English (e.g. Halliday & Matthiessen 2014) and other languages (e.g.
Teruya 1998, 2004, 2007, Patpong 2006, Arús 2007, Bardi 2008, Lavid et al. 2010,
Mwinlaaru 2017), it is yet to be studied systematically in the typology literature.
This paper, therefore, makes an important contribution to the typological literature
by explicating both verbal and mental projection across six genetically unrelated
languages, namely, Arabic (Afro-Asiatic: Semitic), Dagaare (Niger-Congo: Gur),
Hindi (Indo-European: Indo-Aryan), Spanish (Indo-European: Romance), Japanese
(Japonic: Japanese) and English (Indo-European: Germanic). The choice of languages
was motivated by the native linguistic backgrounds of the research team, plus English
as a typical reference language in studies on projection. Moreover, the languages are
typologically varied enough to allow the identification of generalities and specificities
in projection.
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On the one hand, many grammatical descriptions of Arabic (e.g. Cantarino 1975,
Holes 2004, Badawi et al. 2004) and Hindi (e.g. Shapiro 2003) have dealt with pro-
jected clauses either as complements in transitive clauses or as subordinate or conjunct
clauses. On the other hand, there are comprehensive accounts of projection in the lit-
erature, for example, on Japanese (Teruya 2007), Spanish (Ghio & Delia Fernández
2008: 70, Lavid et al. 2010), Arabic (Bardi 2008), Bajjika (Kumar 2009, Kashyap,
forthcoming) and, a most recent account of Dagaare by Mwinlaaru (2017). In this
paper, we complement their grammatical findings by providing discourse data on
the cross-linguistic manifestations of projection. Our cross-linguisitic comparison
will be guided by Halliday’s notion of trinocular perspective (cf. Halliday 1996,
2008, Matthiessen 2007, 2013), an approach to the study of a linguistic system (or ‘cat-
egory’) from three vantage points. More specifically, we examine projection from the
following perspectives:

(i) A perspective “from above”, from the vantage point of the semantics of pro-
jection: the two phenomena that are projected, i.e. locutions and ideas; and
the differences in the manner of projection, i.e. either quoting or reporting.

(ii) A perspective “from below”, from the vantage point of lexicogrammar: the
realization of projection by morphological and/or phonological indicators;
whether reporting and quoting are realized differently within and across
languages.

(iii) A perspective “from round about”, from the vantage point of the projection
itself: the relationship between the projecting clause and the projected clause
in terms of taxis or dependency, i.e. whether or not one clause is dependent on
the other; the interaction of projection with the grammatical system of MOOD,
i.e. the grammatical realization of different speech functions (or “speech
acts”), for example, what mood types can be projected; the interaction of pro-
jection with the grammatical system of PROCESS TYPES, e.g. the similarities
and/or differences between verbal and mental projection (see Halliday &
Matthiessen 2014: Ch. 5 on PROCESS TYPES).

These complementary perspectives intend to provide a clear comparative frame-
work for the study of projection across languages while ensuring a holistic account
of projection across the languages under examination.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 will briefly describe the data
set of the study. Section 3 will discuss projection in English, drawing on Halliday &
Matthiessen (2014: Ch. 7). This will in turn contextualize the cross-linguistic descrip-
tion we provide in the subsequent sections and serve as a point of reference since the
metalanguage that we use to characterize different language-specific and cross-linguis-
tic differences is English. Section 4 will examine projection across Arabic, Dagaare,
Hindi, Spanish and Japanese, considering the three perspectives outlined above.
Section 5 concludes our findings.

2. Data sources

The data sets for the present study are derived from variable sources and different in
size. Since not all the languages examined here have existing corpora available in the
public domain, our data also include data sets that are compiled for our research
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purposes or related research. English and Spanish data are drawn from the following
corpora: the Mark Davies interface of the British National Corpus (BNC) and Corpus
of Contemporary American English (COCA) (Davies 2004, 2008, respectively), and the
Corpus de Referencia del Español Actual (Real Academia Española). Similarly, Japa-
nese data are drawn in part from the large balanced corpus, The Balanced Corpus of
ContemporaryWritten Japanese (BCCWJ). Hindi data come from The Corpus of Con-
temporary Hindi (CCH), which is currently being developed by one of the co-authors
of this article. Currently, CCH contains a range of texts, including news report, edi-
torial, interview, public speech, narratives and blogs. As for Arabic and Dagaare,
text archives have been compiled: the Arabic archive, which comprises a mixture of
poetry and prose, includes a vast selection in both classical and Modern Standard
Arabic. The collection in classical Arabic extends from the pre-Islamic era to the
fourth-century of the Islamic calendar. The Modern Standard Arabic collection
includes contemporary novels and newspaper and magazine articles published
across the Arab world. The archive also includes audios and videos of movies and
plays in dialects spoken in a variety of Arab countries. The Dagaare text archive com-
prises spoken discourse data of about 65,000 words, including conversations, inter-
views and panel discussions, workshop reports, movies and an unscripted play. This
archive forms the Lobr Dagaare component of the Niger-Congo Archive of
Languages (NiCAL-DGL) that is currently being developed at the University of
Cape Coast. This archive is supplemented by a few passages from biblical texts.

3. The grammar of projection in English

Projection is one of the two major types of logico-semantic relationships available to
speakers, together with expansion. While in expansion, the phenomena represented by
the primary and the secondary clause are related “as being of the same order of experi-
ence” (Halliday & Matthiessen 2014: 443), in projection the phenomena related
belong to different orders of experience, as what is quoted or reported is brought
into existence by the saying or the thinking of the projecting clause. This can be
seen by comparing the expansion relationship between the primary (α) and the second-
ary (β) clause in (4) to the projection relationship illustrated by (5).1

(4) [α:] They exchanged photographs [β:] before they met
(5) [α:] I explained [β:] that she was merely a listener

Halliday & Matthiessen (2014: 509–11) identify the following projection systems:
(i) LEVEL OF PROJECTION (idea [mental] vs. locution [verbal]); (ii) MODE OF PROJEC-

TION (reporting [hypotactic] vs. quoting [paratactic]; and (iii) SPEECH FUNCTION

(proposition [statements and questions] vs. proposal [offers and commands]).
Examples (6–13) illustrate all the possible co-selections from the three projection
systems.

(6) Verbally quoted proposition:
‘That was probably the turning point,’ said the former champion

(7) Mentally quoted proposition:
If ever a house cried out for a woman’s hand, thought the lady dramatically,
this was it!
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(8) Verbally quoted proposal:
‘Now, give me a letter ‘A’,’ commanded the teacher

(9) Mentally quoted proposal:
but I shall not believe that, thought Fenella

(10) Verbally reported proposition:
Emily explained that this had once been a riding school

(11) Mentally reported proposition:
Rachel believed that mechanistic science could explain all phenomena, even
those of the heart and soul

(12) Verbally reported proposal:
I told them to say we weren’t interested

(13) Mentally reported proposal:
They wanted it to come as a sudden surprise

An important difference between expansion and projection is that in the latter,
paratactically related clauses do not have a fixed order, i.e. the primary (or projecting)
clause may precede or follow the secondary, as illustrated by (14a, b). The primary
clause is in fact often placed not before or after the quote but inside (15).

(14) a. As the victims fell, a white policeman yelled: ‘Christ, the troops are out of control.
They’re going mad.’

b. ‘Mind where you’re goin’!’yelled the angry driver.
(15) ‘Good heavens!’he exclaimed. ‘What a superb collection!’

The contrast between expansion and projection in hypotactically related clauses is
quite the opposite from parataxis. Here, the order is very rigid in projection, with the
primary clause preceding the secondary, whereas there is great reversibility in hypotac-
tic expansion. Compare the examples of expansion in (16) with the projection in (17),
which cannot be reversed.

(16) a. α I fled back to the sitting room β before they could try and kiss me
b. β Before they could move, α someone pushed past them and shambled off down the

corridor
(17) a. α The Judge declared β that the foundation to this treason was setting up a false religion

b. *β That the foundation to this treason was setting up a false religion α the Judge
declared

Unlike in expansion, different kinds of projection are not associated with different
conjunctions: that is the conjunction typically used in the hypotactic projection of
propositions (see examples (10) and (11) above), mostly in writing as it is usually
left out in speaking. The co-selection of reporting and proposal, on the other hand,
does not take a conjunction either in writing or in speaking (see (12) and (13)
above). Parataxis is in turn marked in writing by punctuation, e.g. the quotation
marks in (6) and (8) above, though not necessarily (see 7 and 9).2 The level, mode
and speech function of the projection is thus in general not determined by the conjunc-
tion employed, as in the kind of expansion, but rather by the process type – either
mental or verbal, but not material or relational – and the grammatical configuration
of the projected clause.

Verbal processes are more likely to quote than mental processes, although quoting
does also happen among the latter as in (18). Some processes are a blend of verbal and
mental, e.g. “telling oneself” is a verbal act in which the actual words are often not
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uttered; therefore, the projected clause could be interpreted either as a verbal locution
or as a mental idea. This is illustrated by (19).

(18) I’ve got to know, he thought
(19) ‘Too late’, Gazzer told himself, ‘I should have listened!’

On the other hand, hypotactic projection pervades both mental and verbal TRAN-

SITIVITY. Projected ideas appear as indirect thought (20), whereas projected locutions
are presented as indirect speech (21). The projected clause, the same as seen in para-
taxis above, refers to one of the four speech functions of statements, questions, offers
or commands (e.g. (20)–(23), respectively, where mental and verbal processes are
alternated).

(20) He thought that the prairie grassland climax had been stable since the last ice
age

(21) She asked if anything was the matter
(22) She decided she would tell Angel all her history
(23) She ordered them to make a tiny boat with sails

Say is the default projecting verb in verbal processes both in hypotaxis (24) and in
parataxis; likewise, there are specific verbs for quoting or reporting the different speech
functions, although they cannot always be used for both modes of projection (see Hal-
liday &Matthiessen 2014: 526). Examples (21) and (23) above illustrate typical verbal
processes of asking and commanding, respectively, whereas (25) and (26) do likewise
with stating and offering, respectively (for a comprehensive list, see Halliday & Mat-
thiessen 2014: 514, 523).

(24) Dr Hendron said it was time for political talks to be re-activated
(25) Ginger then explained that Sam had taken away his girl, who claimed to be

pregnant.
(26) They offered to take her down to the sea, so off they went

Think is the general mental verb for the projection of all speech functions (see its
use in (7) and (9), above). Statements are also projected by a set of mental verbs such as
believe or know ((27) and (28)); verbs often projecting questions are wonder and forget
(29, 30), whereas offers and commands are often projected by intentional verbs such as
would like and want ([31] and [32]; see Halliday & Matthiessen (2014: 517) for a more
comprehensive list).

(27) She firmly believed that her life as a royal was over
(28) I know that one shouldn’t mix business with pleasure
(29) She wondered whether she would find enough to discuss with a stranger to fill

the evening
(30) Riven forgot why he had come
(31) He would like her to bring some spiritual qualities to the performance
(32) I wanted you to have tea
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It is important to differentiate between projections and fact clauses such as those in
(33)–(35); fact clauses are not projected, i.e. not created by saying or sensing, but
rather pre-existing entities that fulfill the function of Phenomenon, i.e. “that which
is felt, thought, wanted or perceived” (Halliday & Matthiessen 2014: 251). Fact
clauses may be introduced by the fact, the possibility, the necessity, etc., as explained
by Halliday & Matthiessen (2014: 540–41) and as illustrated by (34) and (35).

(33) I regret that certain people were unable to accept the majority decision of the
executive

(34) She didn’t like the fact that the wallet still hadn’t been given back to her
(35) We considered the possibility that the client might be not one individual

4. The grammar of projection across languages

This section examines the similarities and differences in projection in the six languages
under study. The discussion will focus on the research questions stated in the introduc-
tion. The issues to be discussed are how projection is realized, in terms of the specific
markers associated with it (Section 4.1), the differences in the realization of reporting
and quoting (Section 4.2), the commonalities and differences between verbal and
mental projection (Section 4.3), the relationship between the projecting and the pro-
jected clause in terms of taxis or clause complex relations (Section 4.4) and the inter-
action between projection and mood, the grammar of speech acts (Section 4.5).

4.1. Realization of projection

Projection is realized differently both within and across languages and it normally
overlaps with resources of the modal assessment system of evidentiality (cf. Matthies-
sen & Teruya 2014). These range from the use of particles placed prosodically in clause
initial or final position as in Korean and Japanese (see Teruya 2007 for Japanese; Ahn
& Yap 2015 for Korean) to clause complex nexus. The common realization of projec-
tion among the languages under study is through a clause complex. Illustrations are
given for English, Arabic, Dagaare, Hindi, Spanish and Japanese in (36)–(41) below
in their respective order:

(36) a. [α:] She firmly believed[β:] that her life as a royal was over
b. [α:] The CAB is asking [β:] if the door is as wide open as it could be
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As the examples show, there are specific lexicogrammatical markers that signal pro-
jection across the languages. Reports can be introduced in English by the conjunction
that, more in writing than in oral speech, except when reporting a question through a
wh-interrogative or if-clause, where that cannot be used (36b). Spanish uses the particle
que, which can only be optionally ellipsed in front of reported wh- or if questions (40a).
Dagaare uses the particle kɛ´ (or the phonologically reduced forms k= and =ɛ´) typically
to introduce reports (38a), but it can also be used to introduce quotes as in (38b). Hindi,
in turn, uses a reportative particle ki to mark reports, even in wh-/if-clauses (39b). As in
English, the particle is sometimes dropped in Hindi conversation. In Japanese, the quo-
tative particle to (or tte in spoken) is used to mark off the preceding clause as the pro-
jected idea or locution. In the projected indirect command, however, the auxiliary
element yoo “(be sure to)” is used and signals its reportative nature.

In Arabic, ?anna, ?inna, ?in or ?an are the particles used to introduce a report.
When ?inna is used, one cannot say for certain whether the projected part is relayed
word for word or whether it is paraphrased as it is typically construed by an indepen-
dent clause and consequently the distinction between quoting and reporting may
become ambiguous (see (37a) above).

In addition to the realization through clause complex, Arabic can realize projection at
clause simplex level, with the projected idea represented as circumstance of Matter that
can even have a projection marker (i.e. ?anna or ?an) as in “fi:?an taHDa: bimaDharin
faxmin” in (42) below which literally translates into ‘in that my return should benefit
with a lavish appearance.’ The circumstantial segment can be as complex as a clause,
the only difference between the clause complex and these circumstantial realizations is
the preposition that ties what is being projected to the projecting clause (42). The circum-
stance here serves as an alternative realization of projection in construing reports.
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4.2. Differences between reporting and quoting

Across all six languages, there is generally no specific morphological marking that dis-
tinguishes between reporting and quoting. In other words, there are no distinct quotative
and reportative markers. However, some of the particles introducing projected clauses
have special characteristics and may occur more frequently in one form rather than the
other. For example, in Dagaare, while the projection marker kɛ´ or its clitic form (k= or
=ɛ´) is normally required in reports, its use in quotes is optional (see (38b), above). In
Arabic, the particle ?inna can indiscriminately introduce a report or a quote. In fact,
without a clear context, it is often extremely hard to tell whether the projected part it intro-
duces is aquoteor a report.Likewise,English is characterizedby the recruitmentof likeas a
quotative marker, what Buchstaller (2014) calls “innovative quotatives”, as shown by (43)
below, taken from theCorpus of Contemporary American English (COCA, Davies 2008-).

(43) [1:] And she was like, [2:] I’m so sorry

Quotes are typically signaled by pauses between the projecting clause and the pro-
jected clause and this is captured in writing by quotation marks and other punctuation
markers such as commas, hyphens and colons in all six languages, as illustrated by (7–11).

(44) [1:] ‘Now, give me a letter ‘A’,’ [2:] commandedthe teacher
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In Hindi, as shown in (47) above, the quoting and quoted clauses are additionally
separated by a comma. However, the presence of such markers is not obligatory in any
of the six languages. In classical Arabic, citations are normally presented without quo-
tation marks or any punctuation.

Another issue has to dowith the order of the projecting and the projected clauses in
reports and quotes. Among our language samples, there is a strong cross-linguistic ten-
dency for reports to be progressive, i.e. reported clauses to follow the reporting clause
except in Japanese where the ordering is, all things being equal, always regressive as in
(41); even though the theme of the reporting clause may come before the reported
clause, its clause-final reporting process always follows the reported clause.
However, there is a flexible variation with quoting in relation to this phenomenon.
As illustrated by (49) and (50), quotes can be either progressive or regressive, with
the quoting clause preceding or following the quotes in English and Spanish, and to
some extent in Arabic (51a) and (51b).

(49) a. As the victims fell, [1:] a white policeman yelled: [2:] ‘Christ, the troops are out of
control. They’re going mad.’

b. [1:] ‘Mind where you’re goin’!’ [2:] yelled the angry driver.

In Hindi (52) and Dagaare (53), however, the quoting clause always precedes the
quoted clause. As discussed in Section 3, English may also embed the quoting clause
within the quoted clause (see (15)). This is also possible in Spanish (54) and in Arabic
(55) and in Japanese, to a lesser extent, but not in Dagaare or Hindi.
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In reports, the ordering of the reporting clause followed by reported clause is fixed
in English, Arabic, Dagaare and Hindi (56–59). As already mentioned, in Japanese,
reports and quotes have the same ordering in that both reporting and quoting
clauses always come after the reported and the quoted clause.
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(56) [α:] The Judge declared [β:] that the foundation to this treason was setting up
a false religion

In Spanish, however, although the order of reporting clauses followed by reported
clause is still a high tendency (60), casual conversation occasionally shows
reversibility (61).
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As said above (see (37a)), there are cases in Arabic when quoting and reporting are
not clearly distinguishable from each other. This typically occurs when ?inna is used.
As ?inna is a particle that construes an emphatic rather than subordinating
meaning, when it occurs in projected clauses, it is impossible to tell whether what is
being projected is a quote or a report (62).

In example (62), the projected clause can be either a quote or a report. Out of
context, there is nothing that indicates whether or not these were the exact words
the speaker said.

4.3. Verbal and mental projection

We proceed to examine the similarities and differences between verbal and mental
projection. In this respect, we already discussed in Section 3 that quotes in English
are primarily associated with verbal processes. This is also the case with the rest of
the languages under study, as literal wording in principle presupposes the actual
utterance of those words. However, as in English (see (18), (19) in Section 3
above), in Dagaare (53), Hindi (63), Spanish (64) and Japanese (41a), verbs that
are equivalent to English “think” can project and also occur with quotes. Similarly
in Arabic, it is possible for quotes to be construed by verbal processes equivalent
to “think” in English (65a).3 It is also possible for reports to occur with mental
processes equivalent to “say” such as “notice” or “observe,” as illustrated by
(65b) below, where the mental process “observe” is used to mean “comment”/
“say”. In fact, when a quote accompany a mental process such as observe
(65b), these processes come to entail the meaning of “saying” while verbal pro-
cesses such as “say” (65a) come to represent the meaning of “thinking”. The
semantic shift in the nature of the projecting process is quite similar to that in
English, when processes such as “observe” and “notice” are used to project verb-
ally instead of mentally and processes like “say” project mentally as in “he said to
himself” (e.g. 19 vs. 65a).
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In the Japanese example (see example (66)), the projected idea is clearly that of
quote, for it carries one of the interpersonal clause final particles, naa (exclamation),
which is one of the features of spoken Japanese; they add negotiatory or attitudinal
value, of emphasis in this case, to a free independent clause.

In contrast to mental processes, verbal processes both quote and report extensively
in all language samples, as illustrated in the different examples throughout this paper,
the choice between quoting and reporting in the environment of the verbal process
often depends on different registers or text types. For instance, we can arguably
expect fiction to be more dominated by quotes, in proportion to reports, than news
reports and in these the proportion of quotes with respect to reports is expected to
be higher than in minutes of meetings and historical accounts (cf. Matthiessen
2015). Further research is, however, needed to validate these tendencies.

4.4. Relationship between projecting clauses and projected clauses

Regarding the relationship between the projecting and the projected clause in terms of
taxis, quoting in English and Spanish is always paratactic and reporting is always
hypotactic. In these two languages, paratactically related clauses are free clauses
that have the status of an independent speech act, whereas hypotactically projected
clauses often shift in tense and deixis, as illustrated by (67) and (68). For example,
in (67), the report [β:] is in the conditional where the presupposed actual thought
would have been in future and both she and her would have been I and my if the
given clause was a quote. In the projected hypotactic reporting clause in (68), the
tense shifts from present to past and the deictic from second to third person. In
other words, hypotactic projection preserves the orientation of the projecting clause
(Halliday & Matthiessen 2014: Ch. 7).

(67) [α:] shedecided [β:] shewould tell Angel all her history

In Hindi, quoting is also always paratactic and reporting hypotactic; yet, although
reports are dependent on the reporting clause with respect to taxis, there is no impact
of the reporting clause on the status of the reported clause in terms of tense or deix-
is.4Thus, in (69), the verb utḥayeŋge (‘will raise’) in the report retains the future
tense, marked by the future tense morpheme -ge, which corresponds to the original
utterance being reported. This contrasts with the English translation, which illustrates
the point we have already made, i.e. the shift in tense, e.g. from will to would, the
reported-nature of the projected utterance.
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In Japanese, there is a clear distinction between quoting and reporting when the
projected clause is a question or a command as grammatical realizations of these
speech functions are different between quotes and reports. For example, in (70), indir-
ect speech function of command is realized by an auxiliary yoo ‘(be sure to)’ as in yooi-
suru yoo ‘to prepare’ that contrasts with its direct version realized by the imperative
form, yooi-shiro ‘Prepare!’.

However, when statements are projected, the distinction between quotes and
reports becomes indeterminate unless there exist dialogic features of spoken Japa-
nese such as clause final particles, vocatives and politeness, all of which generally
stand for quoted speech. Having said that, unlike our other language samples,
Japanese operates with grammatical evidentials (Aikhenvald 2004, Teruya 2007)
when it comes to distinguish an indirect statement, i.e. reports, from that of a
direct statement, i.e. quotes, as in (70). In the environment of statements, eviden-
tials thus assign the feature of “hearsay”, e.g. soo “they say, it is said that” as in
(71), to what is otherwise an ambiguous statement in terms of the source of
information.

On the other hand, in Dagaare, the projecting and projected clauses are always
related paratactically both in quoting (72a) and reporting (72b) environments:
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A comment needs to be made here on the paratactic relationship between project-
ing and projected clauses in Dagaare, particularly in the environments of reporting.
The first point can be made with reference to the characteristics of bound clauses.
In Dagaare, a bound clause cannot take an information focus particle, which is
required for a (corresponding) free clause nor can it occur with negotiation particles,
such as the affirmative (na) or non-affirmative (ɩ, e ɛ) particles, which are obligatory
elements in a (corresponding) free clause (cf. Mwinlaaru 2017: 98–106). Thus, while
the projected clause [2] in (72b) is a free clause and has the information focus particle
=ɩ, the first clause in (73) is bound and cannot take a focus marker on a yir (‘the
house’). In terms of taxis, therefore, the clauses in (72a) are related paratactically
while those in (73) are related hypotactically. In this sense, projected clauses are
clearly grammatically distinct from bound clauses (in this case, clauses functioning
as complements) in Dagaare.

The projection particle kɛ´ is a conjunctive marker specific to projection, that is,
both a quotative and a reportative marker. As shown in the underlined clause in
(74), it introduces a projected clause, specifically, a reported clause, where the report-
ing clause is assumed.
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Any native speaker of Dagaare will interpret the underlined clause in (74) as a
reported clause and that the source of the proposition is presupposed. This tendency
of the projected clause to occur with a covert projecting clause supports its interpret-
ation as a free independent clause. The projection particle tte in Japanese functions
similarly to that of Dagaare. It is attached to the end of an independent clause and
expresses the meaning of hearsay, thus the given clause becomes a report as in Iku
tte “(they say, s/he) will go”.

In Arabic, the relationship between quoting and parataxis and reporting and hypo-
taxis is quite defined. However, realizational differences in tense and deixis depend on
the projecting verb and the way one chooses to report a proposition or a proposal. For
example, if we are reporting a yes or no question and choose to use qa:la (‘he said’),
one of the options available is not to make any grammatical changes to what is to be
reported and to relay it paratactically. One might even mimic the voice and the tone of
the Sayer. However, if we choose to use sa?ala (‘he asked’), then we need to use ?in as in
sa?alani ?in ‘he asked me if ’ in (75) below. In this case, the report is hypotactically
related to the projecting clause and consequently a few changes in tense and deixis
will have to be made as illustrated by (75), where kuntu (‘was-[I]’), is actually hal ?
anta (‘are-[you]?’) in the original question.

Similarly, in an example such as (76), the only indicator that this is a report is the
Sayer in the projecting clause, i.e. People: when people in a crowd speak, they do not
all say the exact same words. So we assume that what is projected is the gist of what
these people said and therefore the projected clause is a report.

Within hypotactic projection, it is important to also consider those cases in which
quoting and reporting merge, as is the case with free indirect speech, where, as
described by Halliday & Matthiessen (2014: 476) for English, “the projected clause
is set up as a reported clause introduced by the binder that but quoting is then intro-
duced at some point in the development of the clause”. This is possible in all six
languages, as illustrated by examples (77)–(86).
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(77) [α:/1:] After the engine turned up at Three Bridges, a BR spokesman – skilled at
blaming delays on “leaves on the line” – explained [β:/2:] that lost trains did
“occasionally occur”
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4.5. Projection and mood

All six languages can project all speech functions, although some speech functions are
unlikely to be projected by mental processes, mostly when the projection is a quote. As
we saw above, the capacity of mental processes to quote is more limited than that of
verbal processes in all six languages.5 Given that mental quotes are possible, theoreti-
cally one would expect examples of mentally quoted proposals (i.e. offers and com-
mands) to be quite common. However, our discourse data shows evidence of
mentally quoted propositions (i.e. statements and questions) only, as illustrated by
(18) for English (Section 3), (65) for Arabic, (53) for Dagaree, (63) for Hindi and
(64) for Spanish. While it is not as common as those of propositions, in Japanese, men-
tally quoted proposals are possible as in the following example (83).

Turning now to reports, an interesting area of contrast is that of the Mood of
reported questions. These retain the mood realization of actual questions in
Dagaare (86) and Hindi (87) – something to be expected as projected clauses are
always free clauses in these two languages– as well as in Spanish (88). In Japanese,
while Mood structure of the reported questions is similar to that of the quoted ques-
tions, the grammatical markings of questions are different between quotes and reports:
question particle ka as in (84) and ka doo ka “whether… (or not)” as in (85), respect-
ively. The general quotative particle to/tte presents in the case of quoting however gen-
erally not in that of reporting.

Unlike those aforementioned languages, reported questions in English typically –
though not always – have the mood of declaratives, i.e. Subject ^ Finite, as in (89).
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-

(89) [α:] Well he er he asked [β:] where [Subject:] I[Finite:]’d [Predicator:] been working

Unlike English, the order of Subject and Finite in Arabic remains unchanged.
There is a range of options available to the speaker depending on whether the question
is realized as polar (i.e. yes/no) or elemental (i.e. English Wh-) interrogative.

Polar interrogatives can be reported in three different ways: (i) Using qa:la (‘he
said’) as an introductory verb, where the projection is typically paratactic and there
are no grammatical shifts with respect to the direct question, not even in prosody
(90); (ii) Using sa?ala + ?in (‘he asked if ’), where the projection is hypotactic and a
few changes are made including deixis, tense and prosody (91); (iii) Using sa?ala or
qa:la and retaining the Mood (but not the prosody: the tone falls at the end instead
of rises) of a direct question, in which case the projection is paratactic (92).

Lastly, regarding elemental questions in Arabic, the projection is typically paratac-
tic and also retains the original mood realization of reported questions (93).
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Another interesting area of contrast related in this occasion to the verbal mood, or
equivalent, of reports is that of reported proposals. As we saw in Section 2 for com-
mands (Example 12, renumbered here as 94), English typically chooses a full infinitive,
although there are other options such as modulated finite clauses or clauses in the sub-
junctive, all these realizations reflecting the “irrealis or non-actualized” nature of pro-
jected proposals (cf. Halliday &Matthiessen 2014: 524–25). Example (95) illustrates a
modulated realization of an offer in English.

(94) [α:] I told them [β:] to say we weren’t interested
(95) [α:] Mr Healey said [β:] he would go round quoting that example to people

This irrealis nature can also be evident in the realization of reported proposals in
Arabic, Dagaare and Spanish, but not in Hindi. Thus, commands in Arabic can be
reported at a simple clause level as a preposition + nominalized verb form (96) or at
a clause complex level by ?an + ?almuDHa:raG ?almanSu:b (the subjunctive in
some Western descriptions of Arabic) (97).
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Example (98) below illustrates how the irrealis is expressed in Dagaare. Dagaare
metaphorically employs relational clauses in projecting proposals. The verbs realizing
the process in the projecting clause is normally one of two synonymous verbs, sɛ`w
(‘become necessary’, ‘be appropriate’) and fɛ`r (‘be necessary’, ‘be crucial’). Clauses
in which they occur can only project imperative clauses. As (98) shows, these relational
clauses have no participants. The Subject, which is always realized by the pronoun à
(third plural, non-human), is a dummy Subject and has no role in the transitivity struc-
ture of the clause. The function of the projecting clause as a whole is to modulate the
proposal realized by the projected clause. It characterizes the projected clause as a
necessity, a metaphorical strategy speakers use to distance themselves (and others)
from the projected proposal. It should be noted that the clitic particle =ɛ´mark the
clause it introduces as projected.

Spanish, as in examples (99) and (100) below, expresses the irrealis by means of the
subjunctive dejáramos (‘leave-SBJV.1PL’) in commands and the conditional iría
(‘go.AUX.COND.3SG’) in offers. The latter may have an infinitival realization acom-
pañar (‘accompany-INF’), as in (93).
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Hindi, as example (102) illustrates, the reporting of a proposal is very much like a
quoted projection: the projected clause is in the form of a typical free finite clause, with
the exception of the presence of the reporting binder ki (i.e. a projective particle). If this
particle is removed and quotation marks are added, this will result in a projected
quote. There is an alternative to it in which the projected proposal takes the form of
a non-finite dependent clause, as in (103).

Finally, Japanese is in some respect similar to Hindi in that reported proposals may
behave like a free finite clause. As already pointed out in Section 4.4, while the predi-
cator in the reported proposal is realized by an auxiliary yoo ‘(be sure to)’ as in yooi-
suru yoo ‘to prepare’ in (41b) above, this reported proposal could also stand indepen-
dently as a free clause expressing indirect commands.

5. Discussion and final conclusions

In the preceding sections, we have provided an introduction to the concept of projec-
tion as it is understood within the framework of systemic functional linguistics, fol-
lowed by a comparative description of this phenomenon in English, Arabic,
Dagaare, Hindi, Spanish and Japanese, thus covering a spectrum of genetically unre-
lated languages of the world.

As illustrated, logical projection is realized in all six languages by means of two
distinct clauses, the projecting and the projected, with the possibility, in Arabic, of a
realization which seems to be half way between experiential (as clause constituent)
and logical (as projection beyond the clause simplex), i.e. with the projected clause
being a “projected” circumstance of matter. In terms of how to signal the status of
quoting and reporting, all six languages include in writing the possibility of using a
colon (:) as well as quotation marks to distinguish what is quoted from the rest. In
Arabic, a hyphen may be used to introduce a quote instead of enclosing it between
quotation marks. Hindi adds a comma between the quoting clause and the quote.
Reporting, in turn, is indicated by the presence of a projection marker, obligatory in
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Table 1. Realization of projection and projection markers.

English Arabic Dagaare Hindi Spanish Japanese

(a) Realization
of logical
projection

Two distinct
clauses

Two distinct clauses
Sometimes simple clause
with “projected”
circumstance of matter

Two distinct
clauses

Two distinct clauses Two distinct clauses Two distinct
clauses

(b) Punctuation:
in quotes

Often “:” and
quotes in
written mode

Often “:” and quotes in
written mode.
Sometimes quotes are
hyphenated instead of
being enclosed in
quotation marks.

Often “:” and
quotes in
written mode

Often “:” and quotes in
written mode; quoting
and quoted clauses
separated by comma

Often “:” and
quotes in written
mode

Often “:” and
quotes in written
mode

(c) Report
markers

that (optional)
with statements

?anna, ?inna, ?in or ?an, kɛ´also
possible with
quotes

ki, optional with
statements; possible with
questions

que, obligatory with
statements; possible
with questions

to/tte, generally
obligatory both in
reports and
quotes;
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Table 2. The realization of quoting and reporting.

English Arabic Dagaare Hindi Spanish Japanese

(a) Quoting vs.
reporting

Clearly
distinct

Generally clearly
distinct, except
?inna + accusative

Generally clearly
distinct, but see Table 1c

Generally clearly
distinct, but see
Table 5

Clearly
distinct

Generally clearly distinct except
for projected statements

(b) Clause
ordering:
quoting

[1:quoting]→
[2:quoted]

[1:quoted]→
[2:quoting]

Usually
[1:quoting]→
[2:quoted]

Also possible:
[1:quoted]→
[2:quoting]

[1:quoting]→
[2:quoted]

Usually
[1:quoting]→
[2:quoted]

Also possible:
[1:quoted]→
[2:quoting]

[1:quoting]→
[2:quoted]
[1:quoted]→
[2:quoting]

Usually
[1:quoting]→
[2:quoted] but
[2:quoted] may be enclosed in
[1: quoting], thus:
([1: quoting →
<2:quoted>→
[1:quoting_cont’d])
Also possible:
[1:quoted]→
[2:quoting]

(c) Clause
ordering:
reporting

[α:]→[β:] [α:]→ [β:] → [α_cont’d:];
Rare
[β:]→[α:]
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some languages, optional in others, Arabic being an exception in having a wide range
of possible markers as well as in the grammatical constraints imposed by them. Table 1
summarizes these points.

Concerning the realization of quoting and reporting, all six languages generally
make clear distinction. There are also some language-specific characteristics: in
Arabic, ?inna + accusative may construe a quote or a report and reports may be rea-
lized paratactically and get to keep their original tense and deixis; in Dagaare, reports
are free clauses; in Hindi, reports, albeit dependent, may keep the original tense and
deixis (cf. (a) in Table 2 + (b) in Table 4), and in Japanese, reports may alternatively
be realized by evidentials and though dependent like in Hindi also retain their original
tense and deixis.

In terms of the relative ordering of the projecting and the projected clauses, a
higher flexibility in quoting than in reporting was identified. As summarized in
Table 2, the ordering of [α:]→ [β:] is a constant pattern in reports across all but
except Japanese, while quotes show more variations, Dagaare being the only language
with a fixed realizational pattern here. Notice also that in Table 2, we cannot resort
only to the convention [1:]→ [2:] to explain the relative ordering of clauses in
quoting because in paratactically related clauses the initiating clause is always [1:]
and the continuing is [2:], regardless of the relative ordering of the quoting and the
quoted clauses. Thus, we have specified whether [1:] and [2:] represent the quoting
or the quoted clauses.

Our description of the differences between verbal and mental projection has
shown that while reports are pervasive among both verbal and mental processes,
quotes occur more commonly in verbal than in mental processes. Table 3 illustrates
this point.

The relationship between the projecting and the projected clauses in terms of
taxis is another area that was studied. While in all six languages, quotes are free-
standing clauses paratactically related to the quoting clause, reports are more
varied. There is a cline between quotes and reports, extending from English and
Spanish at one end, where the report is a dependent clause hypotactically related
to the reporting clause, to Arabic, where the report is also a dependent clause but
may be paratactically related to the main clause, to Hindi and Japanese, where the
report is still a hypotactically related dependent clause, to Dagaare at the other
end, where reports are free-standing clauses, paratactically related to the quoting
clause. All of this is summarized in Table 4, which also shows that free indirect
speech is possible in all six languages.

The last issue discussed was the projection of different speech functions. As with
other issues, points of convergence and divergence have been identified. All six

Table 3. Verbal vs. mental projection.

English Arabic Dagaare Hindi Spanish Japanese

(a) Verbal process and mode of
projection

Quoting and reporting

(b) Mental process and projection
type

Typically reporting, but quoting possible
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Table 4. Projection and taxis.

English Arabic Dagaare Hindi Spanish Japanese

(a) Relation between
quoting clause and
quote

Paratactic quote: free clause

(b) Relation between
reporting clause and
report

hypotactic;
report:
dependent
clause

typically hypotactic but
potential to report
paratactically;
report: dependent clause

paratactic;
report: free
clause

hypotactic;
report: dependent
clause (but no change in
tense or deixis)

hypotactic;
report:
dependent
clause

hypotactic;
report: dependent
clause (but no change in
tense or deixis)

(c) Free indirect
speech

possible
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Table 5. Projection and speech functions.

English Arabic Dagaare Hindi Spanish Japanese

(a) Mental
quoting &
speech
functions

typically propositions; proposals rare

(b) Mood in
reported
questions

Mood as in statements
(Subject^Finite)

Mood as in direct questions +ka doo ka
‘whether…
(or not)’

(c) Mood in
reported
proposals

commands:
typically full infinitive;
sometimes modulated
offers: modulated

preposition + nominalized
verb form or ?an + ?
almuDHa:raG ?almanSu:b
(subjunctive)

As a direct
proposal

Typically as a direct
proposal (with ki);
sometimes a non-finite
dependent clause

commands:
subjunctive
offers:
conditional

+ auxiliary
yoo ‘(be sure
to)’
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languages are similar in that they can project all speech functions and that quoted pro-
posals are rare in the environment of mental process projection. Conversely, the main
point of contrast has been identified in the nature of the Mood (i.e. Subject and Finite)
of reported questions and proposals, in terms of the order of those two constituents in
the languages that express Mood structurally (e.g. English, Spanish, Arabic), and time
and deixis, in questions, and the way in which the concept of “irrealis” is realized in
offers and commands (i.e. proposals). As shown in Table 5, this is the point of most
varied contrast among the six languages, as each one of them chooses a different
kind of realization.

Our comparative description of six genetically unrelated languages and their con-
trasting summaries have shown that the distinction between quoting and reporting is a
valid cross-linguistic parameter that helps define their nature, generally and specifi-
cally when it is calibrated with other relevant parameters, or projection systems
such as mode of projection and speech function.

In fact, the inclusion of all aspects of quoting and reporting of speech and thought
under the unifying category of projection has been decisively important because pro-
jection was then defined as a clause complex relation realized by two component parts:
the projecting and the projected, against which the nature of quoting and reporting has
been investigated cross-linguistically. This methodological framework of projection
that we have demonstrated herein should therefore serve as a guide to the study of pro-
jection in other languages of the world.
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Notes
1. The symbols [α] and [β] indicate hypotactic relationship between two clauses, where [α] indi-

cates the main (or primary) clause and [β] indicates the dependent (or secondary) clause. On
the other hand, the numbers [1], [2], [3], etc. indicate clauses that are paractactically related,
where each number indicates the corresponding order of the clause in the clause-complex.

2. Although we include punctuation in our discussion, this is not a major concern here. The
issue of punctuation deserves a paper of its own, where it should be compared to equivalent
resources in oral speech.

3. Similar phenomena may be found in other languages. See, for instance, de Vries (1995) about
Wambon (a Papuan language).

4. The dependency in Hindi (and in most Indo-Aryan languages) is structural at clause rank,
while the realization of tense is a morphological phenomenon that is part of the agreement
paradigm, as in Bajjika (Kashyap 2012, Kashyap & Yap 2017), and that has little to do with
dependency: (see Kashyap & Prakasam (in preparation) for details).

5. The realization of mood varies across the six languages discussed in the present study.
English realizes mood by variation in the order of clause elements, i.e. Subject and Finite
(Halliday & Matthiessen, 2014: Ch. 4); Arabic (Bardi 2008) realizes mood by inflectional
verbal morphology and mood particles; Japanese (Teruya 2004, 2007) realizes mood by
the combination of verbal morphology and clause final particles; Dagaare realizes mood
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by the placement of mood particles in the verbal group and clause final position (Mwinlaaru
2017: Ch. 4); Hindi realizes mood by intonation and Spanish by a combination of verbal
morphology and intonation (Lavid et al. 2010, Ch. 4; Quiroz 2013: Ch. 3) – see also
Teruya et al. (2007), Mwinlaaru et al. (2018).
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